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Welcome
What is the IOSH brand? 
It’s a reflection of our history, everything 
we stand for and what we aim to achieve. 

It lets the outside world know who we are and what we do, and gives 
everyone connected to IOSH an identity.

We all have a part to play in bringing the IOSH brand to life. The success 
of our corporate identity, however, depends largely on the consistent 
presentation of the elements that make up our visual brand.

This brief guide aims to help you communicate our visual 
brand clearly and consistently.

If you have any questions about these guidelines, 
contact the Promotions, Advertising and Design team on 
+44 (0)116 257 3414 or email padteam@iosh.co.uk

Switch on to 
your brand



Brand identity at a glance

Our colours
Our colour palette is modern and 
fresh, and when used correctly can 
help create a strong visual system.

The corporate colours are the two colours 
which are used in the standard IOSH logo.
The neutral colours can be used to 
complement the corporate and core colours.

Typography
Type adds to the tone of voice 
in which our message will be 
read. It’s another opportunity 
to communicate to our 
audience what we stand for, 
not just in what we say, but 
how we say it visually.

Frutiger and Arial are the only typefaces 
we use. These standard typefaces should 
not be modified in any way.

Tone of voice
Guidelines for writing clearly
- Try to grab the reader’s attention, from 

the start
- Use short paragraphs, grouping ideas 

on one theme
- Write short sentences where possible, 

of no more than 15 to 20 words
- One sentence should cover just one idea
- Don’t use a long word when a short 

word will do
- If it’s possible to cut a word out, 

cut it out
- Limit jargon and technical terms. 

Say exactly what you mean, using 
language that you’re sure the reader 
will understand

- Where you use abbreviations, spell them 
out the fi rst time, followed by 
the abbreviation in brackets

- Use ‘you’ and ‘we’. Try to write as you 
speak; it sounds friendlier and more 
personal

- Write in an active rather than passive 
voice. For example, use “We have 
accepted your application” rather than 
“Your application has been accepted”. 
Using active verbs may not always be 
appropriate, but aim to make 80–90 per 
cent of your verbs active

Punctuation
- Use simple but accurate punctuation
- Use only single spaces between 

sentences
- Use italics for emphasis, not bold or 

underline
- Use italics for names of newspapers, 

periodicals or books
- Use double quotes ( “ ) for speech, 

and single quotes ( ‘ ) for extracted 
words or emphasis

Formats
- Numbers: 1,000s, not 1,000’s
- Dates: 01 May 2010
- Email: email, not e mail or e-mail

NeutralCoreCorporate

Pantone 268u
CMYK: 85/98/0/22

RGB: 77/25/121

Pantone cyan
CMYK: 100/0/0/0
RGB: 0/168/236

Pantone 382u
CMYK: 85/98/0/22
RGB: 149/186/51

Pantone 268u
CMYK: 40/0/100/5
RGB: 255/189/10

Pantone 186u
CMYK: 0/95/75/5
RGB: 217/40/60

Pantone 2665u
CMYK: 62/62/0/0
RGB: 108/103/167

Pantone 021u
CMYK: 0/65/95/0
RGB: 241/118/52

Pantone 320u
CMYK: 100/0/30/5

RGB: 0/154/170

Pantone 240u
CMYK: 20/90/0/0
RGB: 190/64/147

Pantone blue 072u
CMYK: 88/77/0/0
RGB: 61/68/172

Pantone black
CMYK: 0/0/0/100

RGB: 0/0/0

Pantone 436u
CMYK: 15/15/10/30
RGB: 151/148/152

White
CMYK: 0/0/0/0

RGB: 255/255/255

Construction Group

Approved to
deliver IOSH
Working safely

x-height

Our logo
The IOSH corporate mark is made up of two elements – the ‘arcs’ and the 
‘wordmark’. These have been specially drawn in a fixed relationship, so 
please avoid separating, recreating or modifying them in any way.

We have three logos that are used across all of our 
materials; colour, black and white.

How big should the logo be?
The size of the logo depends on the size of the 
document you’re preparing and on the available space. 
As a guide, if you’re using the logo on an A4 page, it 
should be 22mm high. The Promotions, Advertising and 
Design team is happy to help guide you on this.

Here to help

 If you need any advice with your IOSH promotional activity, 

contact the Promotions, Advertisin
g and Design team on 

+44 (0)116 257 3414 or email padteam@iosh.co.uk

Safety space
The IOSH logo must always be surrounded by safety space, 
which must be free of other design elements (text and graphics)

In any well-known brand, the logo always appears uncluttered 
and able to ‘breathe’. That is why we ask that the IOSH logo 
is surrounded by a ‘safety space’, which is free of other design 
elements such as text and graphics. The minimum safety space 
is the x-height of the wordmark in the logo.

Print

Frutiger 45 Light

ABCDEFG  abcdefg  1234567890

Frutiger 46 Light Italic

ABCDEFG  abcdefg  1234567890

Frutiger 55 Roman

ABCDEFG  abcdefg  1234567890

Frutiger 65 Bold

ABCDEFG  abcdefg  1234567890

Digital

Arial Regular

ABCDEFG  abcdefg  1234567890

Arial Bold

ABCDEFG  abcdefg  1234567890

Arial Italic

ABCDEFG  abcdefg  1234567890

Colour Black White


